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Description:
The present generation vehicles manufactured are equipped with many features which differ in functions performed, cost and application of the system. These features make the vehicle very comfortable for people to carry out their daily activities. This report deals with five such features - HVAC systems, power windows, power seats, heated seats and sunroofs.

The HVAC systems and power windows are commonly found in most of the vehicles these days, whereas the adoption of other cabin comfort features is increasing at a slow pace due to usage of these features mainly in the luxury vehicle segment. For the ease of estimation, automotive HVAC systems are considered as a segment, and the other four systems have been included together to form the cabin comfort systems segment. These systems, as stated earlier, have varying functions in an automobile. The HVAC system helps maintain a pleasant climate inside the vehicle, while power windows ease the process of lowering or pushing up a window. Vehicle manufacturers have been equipping their vehicles with features that are not only a function, but also provide them with an added advantage over their competitors for attracting potential buyers.

The usage of these features in vehicles has many advantages associated with it, but there is no denying that these features also serve a defined function in the vehicles. The sunroofs help by letting in sunlight or facilitate ventilation by providing an opening for fresh air to flow in; whereas heated and power seats provide the occupant with the ease of attaining the perfect position and comfort of a pleasant temperature of the seat. Apart from comfort, these systems also have impact on power consumption and fuel economy of the vehicle. The HVAC system is known to have certain negative impact on the fuel economy of the vehicle, whereas the cabin comfort systems derive low powers from the vehicle's battery in order to function. On the run, the battery gets charged fast enough to recuperate for the lost power.

This report covers the market for two broad segments - in terms of volume (000 Units) and revenue ($Million) from 2011 to 2018. The automotive HVAC market is segmented by - Technology (Manual and Automatic), Vehicle Type (Passenger cars, LCVs and HCVs), Geography (Asia, Europe, Americas & ROW), and Components (Heat exchanging equipment, Receiver/Drier, Compressor and Expansion device). The geography and vehicle type markets are analyzed in terms of both volume and revenue; whereas the technology market is covered only in terms of volume and the components market only in terms of revenue. The cabin comfort systems market has been segmented by - Type (Power windows, Power seats, Heated seats and Sunroofs) and Geography (Asia, Europe, Americas & ROW).

PUBLICATION OVERVIEW

This report classifies and defines the automotive HVAC and cabin comfort systems market volume and revenue in the automotive industry. It also provides qualitative data about the components used in these systems. The report also provides a comprehensive review of market drivers, restraints, opportunities, challenges and key issues. The key players in the market for both the technologies have also been identified and profiled.

The major players in the automotive HVAC market are identified as Denso (Japan), Valeo (France), Behr (Germany), Halla Climate Control (Korea), Delphi (U.S.), and Calsonic Kansei (Japan). The key players in the automotive cabin comfort systems market are Brose GmbH (Germany), Webasto (Germany), Inalfa Roof Systems BV (The Netherlands), Imasen Electric Corp. (Japan) etc.

MARKET HIGHLIGHTS

Automatic HVAC Systems: Expected To Dominate In The Next 5 Years

The automatic systems are estimated to be the leading technology in HVAC systems market accounting to
more than 58% of the market volume. These systems have gained the upper hand in the market with the lowering of fuel consumption, increased level of comfort and ease of operation. The user only has to set a desired temperature for the cabin and the system does the rest on its own. These systems are receiving increased acceptance among the automotive OEMs as product differentiators as well as for enhancing the vehicle's luxury quotient.

Sunroofs & Heated Seats: Leading Cabin Comfort Technologies

Among the cabin comfort features considered in the report, the sunroofs and heated seats are the largest revenue generating technologies in the passenger car segment. These systems mainly feature in the luxury car segment and is expected to increase along with the growing luxury car market. The market revenue for these two systems is expected to reach $35.69 billion and $32.87 billion in 2018.

SCOPE

The automotive HVAC and cabin comfort systems market have been analyzed in terms of volume ('000 Units) and revenue ($million) based on the segmentation given below.

By Geography
- Asia
- Europe
- Americas
- ROW

By Technology
- Manual
- Automatic

By Vehicle Type
- Passenger cars
- LCVs
- HCVs

By Type
- Automotive Cabin Comfort Systems
  - Power windows
  - Power seats
  - Heated seats
  - Sunroofs

By Components
- Head exchanging equipment (Evaporator and Condenser)
- Compressor
- Receiver/Drier
- Expansion device
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